MR. AND MRS. GEORGE PEARSON, Arrow Rock, have provided the Daily News with a picture of Arrow Rock School in 1907. The students have been identified, beginning in the back row from left to right, as follows: Bird Craig, Sadie Price Morris, Mabel Pearson, Nora Howell, Cecil Craig, Stella West, Eugene Brockway, Sam Fisher, Eula D' Sousa, Emma Eilers, Nora Densman, Lucille Shepherd, Julia Watts, Mrs. Wagner (Grammar Teacher), Dewey Edson, Claude Edwards, Chester Eichman, Etheline Scott (Primary Teacher) Dotia Watts, Esley Wells, Albert Junkerman, Helen Green, Ethel Karrick, Lena Edson, Charley Karrick, Marjorie McGaffire, Albert Case, Roy Case, Ethel Wells, Lucille Dickson, Ruth Thompson, Rex Case, Grace Case, Katherine Bradshaw, Porter Watts, Lois Case, Frances Wisdom, Henry Hogge, Austin Hudson, Bert Eichman, G.P. Vanarsdale, Ray Shemwell, Russell Pickering, Earl Kuhn, Elmer Green, Fred Bradshaw, Willie Eilers, Albert Hoy, Finis Duncan (Principal).